




INTRODUCTION  

Since his wrongful conviction in 1991 for 
the brutal murder of 13 year old Leanne 
Holland, Graham Stafford has received 
both good and bad publicity over the years.  
After viewing a moving television          
documentary about Graham’s long ordeal 

(in The Australian Story - March, 2010),         
I imagined Graham might shy away from 
an invitation to paint his portrait with the 
desire for a more anonymous and peaceful 
lifestyle. Yet Graham welcomed my       
invitation with a prompt sociable reply, 
sounding enthusiastic and curious to have 
his story being expressed visually.  
 
During the creation of his portrait (initially 
painted for entry into the Archibald Prize)   
I asked Graham for his permission to       
include his compelling portrait in my PhD 
research. With approval, Graham invites 
me into his bizarre world of injustice, of 
becoming a number in the criminal system, 
and his resurgence.  
 
The informal one hour interview with     
Graham occurs on 14th October, 2010.  
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Our casual conversation begins with the television documentary about 
Graham’s life before and after his wrongful conviction and the 14 years of 
incarceration he served before his case was officially quashed. I listen to 
his soft voice contrasting the very hard life thrown at him, and how his 
accepting nature polarises the shocking account (the short version) of 
enduring nearly two hellish decades as a convicted murderer – now with 
this conviction overturned. I am perplexed by how resilient Graham 
seems from his ordeal and wonder how one inoculates themselves from 
the effects of terror, torment and perpetual angst for such notoriety.  
 
During the questioning of this murder, Graham recalls his own conviction 
that faith and justice would prevail. Yet all that horrendously followed 
after his quick arrest, generated a life-threatening position with little              
protection or regard for his life. A sitting target, Graham’s describes his 

close call with death in his first week of imprisonment, and of being     
hospitalised after fellow inmates made a serious attempt to kill him. 

 

Drawn into Graham’s amazing story, our conversation is fluid and         

engaging. A significant moment occurs for me where I notice myself    
fading and losing track of our conversation. I ask Graham for a moment 
to gather my thoughts and re-orientate myself  to go back to a significant 
moment. Graham apologises. I’m surprised as this is my moment of      

hesitancy in feeling lost in all the content – not his.  
 
We both sit quietly as I stare at my scribbled notes searching for a lead.     
I muse at the irony here. Instead of retracing what has passed before us,   
I get an urge to let go of this searching. This silence invites doing nothing. 
I stop looking at my notes. Retracting, I feel there is no motive to connect 
to these past notes I’ve taken. I feel comfortably detached. Nothing      

THE INTERVIEW... 
intrusive, suggestive, or interfered — just an incredible sense of              
acceptance envelopes me. This silence feels relaxing and allowing. I 
notice how time escapes us — stretching past explanation.  
 
Dropping the notion of searching, I wonder how Graham sits in this 
silence. I quietly imagine he has encountered this silence and         
stillness many times during his confinement. Offering silent                  
confirmation, Graham smiles back at me in this moment as if reading 
my mind. I wonder how  I would capture this moment on the canvas. 
 
During the hour interview, it is easy to talk about the circumstances 
Graham’s ordeal. To embrace a multimodal creative approach for 

more understanding, I invite Graham to draw.  
 
Almost back-peddling, Graham insists he is no artist. To ease his 
concern, I assure him the worry of not being artistic is a frequent   
assertion made by many clients, yet art therapy can start with a 
scribble, or with marks or lines made on paper. However, not        
wanting to make Graham feel uncomfortable or to be pushed into 
the act, against his will, I begin to draw while we continued our   con-
versation.  
 
 R: I am curious about how you passed your  

      time in jail by completing 100’s of cryptic crosswords. 

      [I lightly draw a crossword grid with graphite on A3 paper] 
 
      I’m thinking about how the crossword is designed -  

 confined, boxed, black and white. 

Empty spaces to fill in clues for all the  

missing words... the missing puzzles... 

A SIGNIFICANT MOMENT... 
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Still reluctant to draw, Graham watches me as I continue making 
vertical and horizontal lines with my pencil on the left side of an A3 
sheet of white paper (Figure 74a). Soon after, Graham picks up a 
yellow pencil and draws horizontal and vertical lines on another A3 
white paper beside mine (Figure 74b). I notice his yellow lines are 
faint and hardly there. Top down, I watch as he lightly colours in 
some random squares using a red pencil. I ask Graham why he uses 
colour compared to my pragmatic choice of black on white (to     
represent a crossword). Graham says he likes colour, and dislikes 
black.  

CREATIVE PROCESS... 
To align with Graham’s desire to add colour to his life, I pick up       

several coloured pencils and start to colourise my image too.       
Meanwhile I silently reflect on how the light faded quality of his red 
squares reminds me of his story of separation from his family and 
friends. We talk about how the spaces between his boxes seem 
more distanced than mine. While my boxes hover at the top,        
Grahams are separated, with gaps between and venture downward. 

Figure 74a —   My crossword drawing                      (coloured pencil on paper / 14-10-2010) 
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Figure 74b —  Graham’s crossword drawing              (coloured pencil on paper / 14-10-2010) 



Densely crosshatched, my coloured boxes lines (Figure 74a) appear 

strong and intentional compared to Graham’s (Figure 74b). His lines 
seem barely there. As we draw, we talk about his experience and I 
write notes on my drawing – ‘Across. Down’, and add his words - ‘Can’t 

do as I please’ at the top left corner of my drawing.  

 
As a way of reclaiming his voice, we joke about Graham’s inkling to 

wear T-Shirts that offer a discourse in meaning – to express his         
silenced voice. 
  

G:  Like my Sid Vicious T with the words –  

“You can’t arrest me I’m a rock n roll star”.  

Another favourite of mine has Yoda on it  

holding a numbered sign  –  like getting  

measured for conviction.  

 

I write more of Graham’s dialogue in blue pencil in the lower right    

corner of my drawing - ‘Yoda A90290’ [Graham’s 5-digit prison         
number] and ‘Sid Vicious. Can’t arrest me I’m a rock ‘n’ roll star’. More 
blue words are written along the outer rim of my picture stating - ‘Leap 

of faith’ [at the top right] ‘Gagged, don’t go there [and] out there. Done 

the sentence - full stop. Unfinished business. Claim my space’ [along the 
bottom edge]. No letters or words appear in Graham’s image.  
 

R:   I have kept a space to the side where  

I imagine you leaping out in faith into the  

unknown  –  to claim your space.  

 

Wanting to show this sense of leaping outwards, I sketch a ghostlike 
figure moving out from the centre.  
 
This leaping is my idea – not Graham’s. Perhaps Graham is more     

careful in his nature – like a ‘look before you leap character’. I muse at 
the irony of Graham being Yoda-like... in his gentle nature and small 

stature and I ask if Graham would return for another photo-shoot wearing 
his favourite Yoda T-shirt. Willingly, Graham returns on the 17

th October, 
2011 for my request.  

I prepare props for this photo shoot, by cutting a medium sized canvas 
from one corner allowing a space for Graham to crawl through. This     
image is digitally enhanced in Photoshop days later .(Figure 75).  

PONDERINGS... 

Figure 75 — ‘Coming out from being cornered’             (Photo: created 17-10-2010) 
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Between our first interview and the second 
photo shoot, I sketch four expressive drawings 
to get a feel for the movement and vitality of 
Graham’s  ordeal (Figure 76). 
 
These drawings express my sense of Graham’s    

experience by connecting to his description of     
entrapment, feeling blocked, being entangled, 

confined, guarded, held in the cell, closed in, 

cornered, spinning, out of control, lost in time 

and direction, faint, hardly there, directional, 

boundaries, rubbed out, crossing the line, and 
put through the wringer. 

CREATIVE PROCESS...  
   

Figure 76 —    ‘Four expressive drawings’                                                                         (charcoal and pastel on paper / created: 22-10-2010) 
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After 14 years in prison, and upon his     
release, Graham discovers a technical 
world different to what he knew before. 
The digital world had lept forward while 
Graham was held back. 
 
When I consider the dynamics of my   
drawings in Figure 77,  I imagine Graham 
crawling out from a spinning vortex into a 
futuristic coloured dimension. I create a 
strong visual metaphor for his story in  
Figure 77. After many days of creating 
cryptic crosswords generated from       
Graham’s story, along with out-of-this-
world imagery that had crossed my mind 
during our conversation, I have produced 
an interesting visual that captures an 
alarming chaotic space for Graham to   
appear. 
 
Set in a circus theatrical, Graham is seen 
crawling out of this unsettling space,     
depicting the great debacle instigated by 
a unbalanced judicial system with no laws 
or gravity for the situation. While this   
images looks rather technical and highly 
detailed, I remind myself that I must not 
get caught up in the details when starting 
his portrait on canvas. 

PONDERINGS... 

Figure 77 —  Lost time – crawling out of the chaos                   (digital image / created: 23/11/10) 
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Reflecting on our moment of silent we experienced during the interview, I 
stand in front of a large white canvas (140cms x 180cms) and acknowledge 
the unforseen ‘lost for words’ moment, knowing we sat comfortably in 

this space. This unspoken restful moment passes where I feel an              
immediate urge to cover the whole canvas with paint—to saturate it in a 
turbulent manner that takes me by surprise! Curiously and without       
measure, I skip the pre-sketching stage of carefully drawing Graham in 
this space, rather I leap into the work without reference to the detail seen 
in Figure 77.  
 
Unanticipated, the first layer of Graham’s portrait  is direct, raw and very 

intense (Figure 78). The intoxicating turpentine fumes make it difficult to 
stay close to the work for too long. It also presents an impulsion to get it 
over and done with — paralleling the corrupt case put against him.  
 

In resonance to Graham’s emotional account of the day of his arrest, the 

words extraordinary, insurmountable, and overwhelming had surfaced. 

Mindful that Graham doesn’t like the colour black, I decide a mixture of 

intense colours for the background would evoke a sense of emotional  

upheaval. To explore the hostile and oppressive world imposed upon   

Graham, I smear oil paint of various colours chaotically across the extra 

large blank canvas, with darkness looming above (Figure 78). The wet   

turpentine wash is overpowering, so in haste and awareness of this    

harmful environment, this part fittingly symbolises Graham’s desire to get 

immediate release. To capture or imprison the figure, my fingers tips 

scrape the wet oil paint vertically from the top edges down to the lower 

translucent areas of the canvas. Latex gloves protect my hands from 

harm. Just as Graham didn’t see this frightful event looming, this part of 

the painting happens so quickly — all in a space of 10 minutes.  

STARTING  GRAHAM’S PORTRAIT... 
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Figure 78 — ‘Wanting to escape this noxious environment ’                                   (oil on canvas  / 140 x 180cm / 23-01-2011)  

Escaping the turmoil… 



CREATIVE PROCESS... 
Now a ghostly figure barely identifiable appears to be running 

through this ominous realm. This layer evokes sheer panic,      

shallow breathing and turmoil I imagine one may experience for 

false imprisonment of such a heinous crime. Red is smeared into 

the darkness as a display of blood-letting and foul play, where 

evidence is presented as the ‘red herring’ (or in Graham’s case, 

the questionable Sanguine Strip test and other suspicious         

evidence held against him).  
 

 

 

 

Smeared and trapped with nowhere to run, these vertical lines 

barricade the figure. As if eternally silenced in torment and      

despair, the figure is trapped in this space and distanced from the 

viewer.  

 

I feel I have captured a brief visual moment into Graham’s        

experiential world of vulnerability and unimaginable suffering: to 

be wrongly accused and imprisoned for the brutal sexual assault 

and murder of a teenage girl; to be publically humiliated and 

scorned as a vile and despicable person; and to fear the worst, 

upon entry to a high security prison, Graham barely survives the 

brutal attacks from his disturbing murderous inmates.   

 

Notably, the only part of the canvas not touched with oil paint is 

the figure’s head (Figure 79). Finger marks dragged vertical      

barricade him in. I also wonder where his legs are to make an   

escape.  

PONDERINGS... 

Figure 79 — ‘Finger marks’ scraping the oil paint  (close up)  
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Figure 80 — ‘Emergence: out on a limb ’                   (oil on canvas / 140 x 180cm / 23-01-2011)  

Emergence… 



All in the same day, I continue to bring the figure forward for the 

next layer of meaning to emerge. While the painting is still wet, I 

use a rag dipped in turpentine to erase some of the colour in and 

around the figure’s shape and form (Figure 80). The circular loops 

around the figure are wiped away in a clockwise and anti-

clockwise direction. These loops never meet, instead they       

continue to eclipse around the lower half of the figure, as if to 

pull it back in. There is great movement and force. I mark a       

grid-like structure with a solid bar below the figure to offer some 

kind of ledge for balance and support. A net or web is placed to 

the left which could be seen as a support to avoid free-falling into 

empty space. This would require careful negotiations by the    

figure when attempting to step out into this space. Darting lines 

are marked in and rubbed out with a turpentine filled rag, while 

the circular ring in the lower right corner that represents time 

continues its own circuit. I don’t look forward to putting in the 

time or the numbers for this part of the painting.  

 

 

The initial ominous background makes way for new kind of 

chaos. To suggest Graham’s release, this second layer presents a 

ghostlike entity emerging out of a spinning turbine or vortex. 

Entwined in circular coils, the head and upper body take shape 

and form. As if out-on-a-limb the figure strives for balance in an 

unfamiliar electro-optic world, while having little grounding or 

support. This active visual landscape presents unpredictability, 

uncertainty and restriction, where cumulative circular lines      

entangle  the  figure  and shooting lines dangerously veer across 

and down.        

CREATIVE PROCESS... 

Dodging bullets, jumping hoops, and being caught in the loop all 

come to mind. The uniformed grid could also represent a link for 

connections or net that may safeguard this figure into new terrain. 

The figure now appears to be moving forward crawling out the mess 

and confusion, however there is a sense of uncertainty about          

direction or how one would navigate in this chaotic space.  

 

The question of personal identity also remains.   

PONDERINGS... 
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Figure 81 — ‘A day at the circus’                    (Oil on canvas / 140 x 180cm / 25-01-2011) 

Forming an identity… 



Finally Graham’s identity is recognised by all the finer details I paint 

to present his identity (Figure 81). I try to capture the folds of skin on 
his right hand, the folds in the fabric, and shadows for a 3-D look. 
With particular attention to detail I paint Yoda (from Figure 82). This 
part of the painting is very meticulous and time consuming – yet 
quite enjoyable. It is easy for me to lose track of time. 

CREATIVE PROCESS... PONDERINGS... 
I see how there is pressure and strain placed on Graham’s right 

hand where his fingers whiten as he support himself in position. 
The watch he wears on his left arm is a reminder to keep time, 
while trying to push back the place of entanglement.  

 This stage of the painting reinforces the judicial circus act in which 
Graham attempts to find balance where he attempts to stabilise 
and counterbalance his position. 

Figure 82 — Photograph of Yoda on Graham’s T-shirt    
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Figure 83 — ‘Jumping through coloured hoops’                                                 (oil on canvas / 140 x 180cm / 25-01-2011) 

Jumping through hoops… 



CREATIVE PROCESS... 

PONDERINGS... 

Continuing the painting, I add more colour to some of the hoops around Graham. I also 

add colour to the darting lines that shoot past, and the single ring in the lower right    

corner that I included to represent time. 

 

 

I am ready to put the time in, yet it seems harder than I first realised. I think of Graham’s 

difficulty of doing time and the large gap it has taken from his life. I like how Graham’s 

watch suggests he is a time keeper and wonder if this is enough said. Now an enigma, 

this green loop remains a problem, both symbolically and compositionally (Figure 83).  

 

Opting out of my original intention to paint time in, I consider a different perspective 

that ceases the act of keeping time. 

 

 

   Time has slipped away... 

   How can I represent this lost time? 
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Figure 84 — ‘Words that help or hinder – overstating the understated’                                     (oil stick on oil painting / 140 x 180cm / 28-01-2011)  

Words that help or hinder… 



I decide working with words seem easier than working with       

numbers, and proceed to draw segments of crosswords wisping out 

of the vortex Graham is exiting. I smudge the letters and lines with 

my  fingers to indicate movement and  direction (Figure 84). 

 

The empty circle for lost time becomes a black hole. I am not happy 

with the appearance of this hole as it seems more demanding of 

focus and attention.  It also looks like a pot hole or something to fall 

into. 

 

 

With clues surrounding his resurgence, Graham appears through 

the loopholes searching for answers with a look of determination 

and   tenacity. His motive - to recover what was lost and to convict 

those who took it from him. The lexis outflow cross-references the 

image, signifying the power and manipulation of words. With the 

harrowing experience of being in the crossfire, being cross             

examined and double crossed with misleading information,         

Graham’s way of staying sane in jail for 14 years comes from         

completing 100’s of cryptic crosswords... ironically looking for clues 

whilst keeping his mind sharp.  

 

This aspect of Graham’s story intrigues me and it’s the first time 

CREATIVE PROCESS... 

PONDERINGS... 

I’ve ever written text on a painting. I wonder if it says too much.                

Paradoxically, I believe not enough is said for Graham’s ordeal. 

These words wisp out of this space ready for others to take notice.    

I see the word ‘murder’ is written over his hands not because I     

believe he did it, rather, it is there by the voice of others. Yet I am 

still worried this may offend Graham when he sees the work.        

Fortunately, Graham’s fine with this inclusion, remarking that the 

stigma of murder and the difficulty of removing the mark is quite 

appropriate given the circumstances. 

 

While Graham has done the time for someone else’s crime, the 

enigma of his lost time now appears like a black hole representing 

warped time and the sinister unknown. It’s a place of watchfulness, 

to watch his step and not disappear into the void or black hole.      

During our discussions he must be cautious of every word or step he 

takes as he awaits another chance for a court appeal.  

 

The black hole leaves a gap in the work—a place of distortion—a 

flaw in the logic of wrongful imprisonment—another prisoner’s cell.  

 

It also represents the silenced aspect that needs to be acknowl-

edged (Figure 85). 
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silence in 
the black 

hole… 

Figure 85 — DETAIL:  silence in the black hole 
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While I am satisfied with the majority of the painting, I feel the lower 

right corner is still demanding of attention, yet unresolved.  

 

What do I want to say here? It seems to represent a void (or avoid),  

that  should declare something unsaid. 

 

Looking back to earlier stages, this ring appears to be a halo allowing 

lines to cross through, clearly seen through to the other side. Now 

solid, black and dense, it signifies a hole in all the misunderstanding. It 

could also represent a communication barrier where things or ideas 

enter a one way path – not two ways. 

PONDERINGS... 
In all its mystery and uncertainty this silent aspect dominating 

Graham’s story has to be told.  

 

With a white oil stick, I follow an inclination to draw a spiral line in 

the black hole, starting from the outer green edge and working 

inwards into the centre. Trying to find the answer to the riddle of 

the black hole, I feel like I am going with the motion, only one way 

and somehow feel I cannot return with the white line. As I hold the 

oil stick in the centre of the circle, I have an epiphany of being    

positioned at dead centre — a dead end.  

 

The words ‘dead end’ seems to catch my attention. 

 

With renewed enthusiasm, I quickly sketch a chalk-outline         

symbolic of a mark made by police at a crime scene. I create a    

diagonal barrier across the black circle and body outline, labelling 

it —‘POLICE LINE – DO NOT CROSS’ (Figure 86).   

 

This feels right – politically incorrect yet right in the sense of    

hearing Graham’s account of the bungled or warped investigation 

that set him up to be accountable for such a crime. With an urge to 

cut the figure out — to literally take it out of the picture,  I carefully 

cut away the body’s form with a Stanley knife.  

 

Now I can literally see through this bungled silenced area.  
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Figure 86 — ‘Police Line – Do Not Cross’                     (Detail with cement  wall as background / created: 05/05/2011)  
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I am aware that cutting the canvas weakens it as it releases the tension of the fabric. 

It also goes against the grain (or the rules) when cutting any painting because the 

canvas  becomes slackened and less stable. Entering a cut painting into a prestige 

art competition like the Archibald Prize, challenges the rules of convention and   

expectation, however it seems appropriate on this occasion to go against the voice 

of authority.  

 

Now multiple metaphors are at play in Graham’s portrait:  

 the missing figure represents Leanne Holland’s murder  

 it’s a reminder of Graham losing 14 years of his life for wrongful                         

          imprisonment 

 it speaks of the missing or disregarded evidence  

 it notes the loss incurred by family and friends of missing Graham’s  

          presence 

 and lastly, as the cut away shape casts a shadow on the wall...it  

          reflects a ‘shadow of doubt’ that signifies the bungled investigation  

 

I consider what hasn’t been said by the authorities about the suspicious                    

circumstances surrounding the dubious evidence incriminating Graham. To finish up 

this portrait, with an oil stick I draw a row of empty boxes emerging outwards  

reaching over the symbolic murdered figure — an area of substantial misgivings 

(Figure 87). Omitted to this day, authorities have not declared wrong doing against 

Graham. Naturally Graham requests that the painting be titled ‘Clueless’. 
 
Not wanting to leave the viewer or reader ‘clueless’, I toy with the cryptic clue for 

the missing word in Figure 87, 

 

 ‘Mark the edge — going down — last thing done to a painting’ (6). 

PONDERINGS...

Figure 87 — Missing word— 6 letters  [F R A M E D] 
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Figure 88 — ‘Clueless’                                (oil paint & oil stick on canvas / 140x180cms / 5-02-2011)  



      
By chance, months later I notice a connection happening between the front 
and back views of Graham’s portrait which prompts more considerations 

(Figure 89). 

Figure 89 — ‘Cut out figure running’                                      (Detail)                                       

a view from the other side  

behind the scenes  

figures running in opposite directions 

banished into exile 

silenced 
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On 21
st July, 2012, Graham emails me a descriptive response      

regarding his experience of being a participant for my portrait 
research (see  Appendix A7).   

I listen for Graham’s voice (on a first person basis of his                   

experience) by selecting words and phrases which start with the 
letter ‘I’. Condensing meaning, I re-emphasise Graham’s            

experience (Table 35).  

 
“I” 
I first read the invitation to pose for a painting  

I was taken aback. 
 
I didn’t know why I was picked  
I certainly didn’t feel I was some kind of celebrity 
I wasn’t sure if it was in my best interests, but 
I thought it was the least I could do.  
 
I was a little apprehensive  
I may have been hard to stop once I started opening up  
about my experiences. 
I remember relating to her  
I survived my ordeal through my acute sense of humour  
I was pleased that she chose to incorporate that into her  
painting. 
 
I was blown away with the end result, how powerful with its  
use of words. 
[I think] she captured my likeness too well for my own liking 
[I am] reminded me of just how fickle life can be  
I spent many wasted years locked up for a crime I didn’t commit. 
 
I am honoured that I was asked to participate.  

The next section of Graham’s portrait inquiry explores anther multimodal        

approach to inquiry that considers the aesthetic process of seeing, hearing 
and feeling (SHF) Graham’s finished portrait (Table 36). I then cluster    
resonant key words (Table 37), and finalise with five visual and poetic    
representations.  

GRAHAM’S PARTICIPATORY RESPONSE... 
Table 35 —  Graham’s I-Poem   (29/07/2012) 
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Seeing the image: 

Table 36 —  Seeing, hearing and feeling Graham’s finished portrait. 
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Hearing the image: 

Feeling the image: 

 

Table 36 presents a descriptive experiential and phenomenological account of seeing, 

hearing and  feeling (SHF) Graham’s portrait. This offers new ways of knowing Graham 

in his story, as expressed through the artwork. Resonant key words (presented in bold) 

are thereafter clustered into five themes, that of Known, Unknown, Protect, Open, and 

Spinning which are evident in the work (see Table 37). Descriptive statements are          

included at the bottom for further processing.  

 
 
 



Table 37 —  Resonant key words - SHF the artwork - descriptive statements 

Known 

tell me something  
strong intent  
leave traces of their presence behind 
discovered 
named 
describe something known 
floor or ground  
noisy, loudly 
demands attention  
regarding the stated  
solid and loud 
entertained 
solid
outflow  
more words to come 
uniformity  
outline 
related  
similarity  
circus music 
spectacle, sideshow  
on display 
boxed lettering is slightly raised 

Unknown 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
colourless  
extracted, empty – waiting  
rubbed away, rubbed out 
smudged  
impermanent 
fall through, unaware 
missing from the scene (seen) 
taken out of the scene  
death, murder, silenced 
doubt, whispers, wisp past  
closed lips  
quietened disposition  
cautious in what he says  
cautiously balances 
silenced, cut away  
feel into these cut away spaces  
surroundings seem  
precarious & questionable 
missing, irregular  
rough texture around the edges 
shaggy at the edges 
hardly anything is raised 
Who? What? Where? When? Why?  
 

Protect (block) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
flat  
can’t feel past them 
blocking my path 
block wall  
I cannot pass 
do not cross 
double crossing  
gridlock  
net to catch one’s fall 
safety net  
tight space 
narrow 
one-directional 
safe exit 

Open (merging) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
translucent 
possibilities 
merging  
transparency 
converging 
cross-linked  
outwards 
new ground to explore 
messengers 
cross-linked  

Spinning (erratic) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
downwards direction  
intensity and speed in these straight 
lines  
spinning carousel 
erratic  
fast tracked 
great force and speed  
lost colour from the velocity 
entangled  
emerge from the elliptical orbit 
leap out of this space  
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Table 37 —  Continued... depictions 

 

NAMED (KNOWN) 
As solid as floor or ground, some-
thing is named or known. Where 
noisiness demands attention –
intention is known.  
 

A circus sideshow raises a         

spectacular presence for all to be 

entertained. An outflow of more 

words to come... shows a traced 

outline. 

 

UNKNOWN 
Unknown – rubbed out. Missing 
from the scene (seen). Closed lips 
silence the cut-away... shaggy at 
the edges. The colourlessness of 
doubt precariously feels into these 
cut-away empty spaces waiting 
for whispers of Who, What, 
Where, When & Why? 

It’s questionable.  

 

 

PROTECT (BLOCK) 

Gridlock - Blocks my path. A 

tight space hard to cross. For 

a safe exit I need a safety net 

to catch my fall. This is one-

directional. 

 

 

 

 

 

MERGING BETWEEN 
Transparency opens doors for 
new possibilities.  
 
Converging, merging, 

outwards – searching new 

ground. 

 

 

 

 

SPINNING 
All colour is lost when velocity    
occurs at such great force, speed 
and intensity.  
 
Like a carousel spinning, I feel so 
entangled  
 

I want to leap out of this erratic 

space to find balance. 
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REDUCTION TO ESSENCE...  

The following creative ‘visual poetic depictions’ 
present new ways of understanding our         
experience of what is known and unknown, 
what seems blocked or hard to pass, the search-
ing for new ground, and the feeling of being      
entangled.  
 
While these representations come from my 
own experience of SHF the finished portrait, 
they empathically connect to the nature of   
Graham’s experience, his struggle of being    
entangled in a murder case, all the silence and 
doubt, his search for a safety net and             
transparency in the case that took a good part 
of his life away, and the leap of faith needed     
to find balance .  
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known 
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unknown 
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Protect (block) 
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Open (merging)  
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Spinning (erratic) 
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Presentation of artwork in process during exhibition at the Caloundra Regional Gallery - OCT/NOV 2012 

Figure 90 — Graham’s portrait in process for exhibition  
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